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power of end-device i in milliwatts, and |hi|2 is the channel
gain modelled as an exponential random variable with mean
one. We can thus formulate the first outage condition as the
complement of the connection probability:

H1 = P
⇥
SNR � qSF

�� d1
⇤
, (2)

which essentially calculates the probability that at any given
instance of time, a received signal s1(t) from an end-device
located d1km from the gateway will not satisfy the SNR
threshold qSF, a piecewise constant function of the distance
d1 as described in the penultimate column of Tab. I.

2) Outage Condition 2: The second outage condition is
concerned with the strongest interfering received signal which
is of the same spreading factor as the desired one. We therefore
label the strongest interfering signal k⇤ defined as

k
⇤ = argmax

k>1
{Pk�

SF
k |hk|2g(dk)}, (3)

where we have dropped the time dependence of received
signals since the system is assumed ergodic (i.e., any two
instances of time are statistically independent). Note that the
transmit powers of end-devices with the same SF signals are
assumed equal. The second outage condition is therefore given
by the complement of:

Q1 = P
h |h1|2g(d1)
|hk⇤|2g(dk⇤)

� 4
��� d1

i
, (4)

thus providing a statistically meaningful performance metric
quantifying when collisions of the same SF are significant.
Intuitively, we expect Q1 to decay with increasing N̄ .

Combined, the two outage conditions form the joint outage
probability J1 of a received signal s1 given by the complement
of a successfully received signal defined as J1=1�H1Q1.

3) Coverage Probability: The coverage probability is the
probability that a randomly selected end-device is in coverage
(i.e., not in outage) at any particular instance of time. One
may obtain the system’s coverage probability }c with respect
to X ={H1, Q1, H1Q1} by de-conditioning on the position of
the specific end-device achieved by averaging over V

}c[X ]=
2

R2

Z R

0
X (d1)d1dd1, (5)

thus giving a system-level performance metric for a single
gateway LoRa network with approximately N̄ end-devices in
terms of the complementary outage probability. Of course,
}c[H1] is independent of the deployment density ⇢=N̄/V .

A. Mathematical Analysis

1) Outage Condition 1: We can directly calculate (2) by
simply rearranging SNR for |h1|2⇠exp(1) to get

H1(d1) = P

|h1|2 � N qSF

P1g(d1)

��� d1
�
=exp

✓
� N qSF

P1g(d1)

◆
.

(6)
Note that other than the distance dependent outage condition
qSF, equation (6) is the standard point-to-point complementary
outage probability and can be calculated for other wireless
fading channels [9], anisotropic antenna gains [10], and for
MIMO arrangements [11]. Moreover, note that (6) is indepen-
dent of the end-device deployment density ⇢=N̄/V .

2) Outage Condition 2: The network performance analysis
due to co-spreading factor interference, as embodied by (3) and
(4) is non-standard and novel. To calculate the second outage
condition through (4) we make use of the theory of order
statistics (maximum among several i.i.d. random variables)

Q1(d1) = E|h1|2
h
P
h
Xk⇤ < |h1|2g(d1)/4

��� |h1|2, d1
ii

(7)

where we have set Xk⇤ = |hk⇤ |2g(dk⇤). To make progress we
first require the product distribution of Xi= |hi|2g(di) which
we now calculate for the case of a uniform deployment of N
end-devices in a disk of radius R km around the gateway.

Product distribution: We assume that only end-devices
located inside an annulus V̂(d1) ⇢ V defined by the inner
and outer radii lj and lj+1 km, respectively, have the same
SF as the desired signal from the end-device located at d1 2
[lj , lj+1). We therefore have that |V̂(d1)| = ⇡(l2j+1 � l

2
j ).

Therefore, the pdf of the distance di to the gateway of a
randomly chosen point i within the same annulus V̂(d1) is
given by fdi(x) = 2⇡x/|V̂(d1)|. Calculating the pdf of g(di)

fg(di)(x) =
���

d
dx

g
�1(x)

���fdi

�
g
�1(x)

�
=

�
2
x
� ⌘+2

⌘

8⌘⇡|V̂(d1)|
(8)

which has a finite support on g(lj+1)xg(lj), and recalling
that |hi|2⇠exp(1), it follows that the pdf of Xi is

fXi(z) =

Z g(lj)

g(lj+1)

1

x
fg(di)(x)f|hi|2(z/x)dx

=
�
2
z
� ⌘+2

⌘

8⌘⇡|V̂(d1)|


�
⇣
1 +

2

⌘
,

z

g(x)

⌘�x=lj

x=lj+1

,

(9)

supported on z 2 R+, where �(·, ·) is the upper incomplete
gamma function. Integrating (9) we arrive at the cdf of Xi

FXi(z)=
z

2
⌘ �

2

16⇡|V̂(d1)|


(e

�z
g(x) �1)z

2
⌘

g(x)
2
⌘

��
⇣
1+

2

⌘
,

z

g(x)

⌘�x=lj

x=lj+1

(10)
Order statistics: From a sample of n > 0 independent and

identically distributed random variables distributed according
to FXi(z), we may obtain the distribution of the maximum,
i.e., the strongest interfering signal Xk⇤ , by using the theory of
order statistics: FXk⇤ (z)=En

h
[FXi(z)]

n
i
, where the sample

size n is a Poisson distributed random variable with mean
v=p0⇢|V̂(d1)| given by the expected number of concurrently
transmitting end-devices in the same SF annulus V̂(d1) as
that of the desired signal. Using these definitions we can
write FXk⇤ (x) =

P1
k=0[FXi(x)]

k vke�v

k! . Deconditioning on
the channel gain |h1|2 we finally arrive at

Q1=E|h1|2
h
FXk⇤

⇣ |h1|2g(d1)
4

⌘i
=

Z 1

0
e
�z

FXk⇤

⇣
zg(d1)

4

⌘
dz.

(11)
Equation (11) can only be computed numerically. Instead we
may approximate it by Taylor expanding FXi(zg(lj+1)/4) for
small z ⌧ 1, and retaining the leading order term to obtain a
rough approximation of Q1(d1) in closed form given by

Q1⇡
2e�v

l
⌘
j+1(⌘ + 2)|V̂(d1)|

⇡vl
⌘+2
j + l

⌘
j+1

�
2(⌘ + 2)|V̂(d1)|� ⇡vl

2
j+1

� (12)

Note that Q1 has a piecewise constant dependence on d1 via
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Models for LoRaWAN capacity

• How many nodes can a single GW handle?
– We are looking at uplink capacity only!

• LoRaWAN operation
– Aloha access

▶ With physical capture!
  Reception if the colliding frame is 6 dB weaker

– Several spreading factors SF7 — SF12
▶ Quasi-orthogonal symbols (9 to 25 dB rejection)
▶ Transmission duration ∼ doubles from SFn to SFn+1

– Stringent duty cycle limitations (1% in each sub-band)
– Long transmission times for high SF

  2.5 s of time on air at SF12 for 59 bytes!
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SF boundaries

How Many Sensor Nodes Fit In A LoRAWAN Cell?
Author 1⇤, Author 2†, Author 3⇤

⇤Affiliation 1
†Affiliation 2

Abstract—We propose a model to estimate the number of nodes
that a LoRaWAN cell can handle, when they all have the same
traffic generation process. The model predicts the packet delivery
ratio for any cell range and node density. Moreover, we find that
the considered traffic gives prominence to the problem of suitable
allocation of spreading factors (SF), which consists in setting SF
boundaries to balance between attenuation and collisions. When
using several repetitions for each data packet, the number of
nodes is in the order of a couple thousands in the case of a short
range cell; it drops to several hundreds when more distant nodes
need to switch to higher spreading factors, which increases the
level of contention.

I. INTRODUCTION

LoRaWAN is a Low Power Wide Area Network technology
widely used to build nation-wide cellular networks as well as
private IoT data collection systems. The physical layer uses
CSS (Chirp Spread Spectrum) for robust communication in
the sub-GHz ISM band. There are several spreading factors
(SF) to choose from, which allows to trade data rate for range.
LoRaWAN defines a channel access method based on ALOHA
with rare feedback from the gateway. Transmissions using
different spreading factors are quasi-orthogonal—in case of
a collision, both frames succeed if they are not significantly
stronger from each other. In the same SF, a frame succeeds if
it is significantly stronger than the other.

While the radio channel capacity of LoRaWAN is already
well investigated [1]–[6], we tackle this problem from a
slightly different perspective. We seek to assess the number
of nodes with a similar traffic load that a single gateway
can handle before the packet delivery ratio (PDR) drops to
unacceptable levels. In this paper, we bring the following three
contributions:

1) A simple model for collisions and physical capture,
which gives better insight into the dynamics of packet
loss due to ALOHA with physical capture.

2) A traffic model where all nodes have the same traffic
intensity, in which case it is relevant to express the cell
capacity in terms of number of nodes. This assumption is
the most realistic, since traffic generation is determined
by the application, for example periodic sensing or
metering, regardless of the distance to the gateway.

3) An SF allocation to improve and even out the PDR
throughout the cell. We optimize the SF boundaries to
balance the opposite effects of attenuation and collisions.

These two last factors are antagonistic because switching to a
larger SF results in more robust transmissions but with longer
duration, which increases contention. We will see that it is wise
to control the number of nodes using higher SFs because they

Table I: Notations
Spatial density of nodes ⇢

Traffic generation intensity �t

Frame transmission duration at Data Rate DRj ⌧j
Distance of farthest node using DRj lj
Traffic occupancy (in Erlang) at DRj vj
Average channel gain at distance d g(d)
SNR threshold for DRj qj
Transmission power, in-band noise power P , N
Success probability, due to attenuation, fading, thermal noise H

Success probability, due to collisions Q
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Figure 1: Annuli of SF allocation around the gateway

occupy much more channel capacity than nodes with lower
SFs. Conversely, for a lower node density, channel usage may
be low for e.g. SF7, since few nodes are able to take advantage
of it.

II. PDR IN A LORAWAN CELL FOR HOMOGENEOUS
TRAFFIC

In a LoRaWAN cell, a frame may be lost for two reasons
(and maybe both): i) the SNR is below the reception threshold
or ii) a collision occurs and the signal is not strong enough
relatively to the interference.

We restrict our analysis to the basic LoRa CSS modulations
with BW of 125 kHz and SF in 12, 11,. . . 7, which corresponds
to data rates DRj, with j = 0, 1, . . . 5, and SF = 12� j.

A. Channel model

We use the Okumura-Hata model for path loss attenuation
(also used by Bankov [7] and Magrin [8]), using the suburban
environment variant with an antenna height of 15 m. This
empirical model is slightly less favorable than adopting an
arbitrary path loss exponent as in most of the previous work
we cite. We have chosen the Okumura-Hata model because it
is more realistic, but the results are qualitatively similar. We
consider a GW-side antenna gain of 6 dB which compensates
for a receiver noise factor of 6 dB.
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LoRaWAN capacity models
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Low Power Wide Area Network Analysis: Can LoRa Scale?
O. Georgiou and U. Raza
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power of end-device i in milliwatts, and |hi|2 is the channel
gain modelled as an exponential random variable with mean
one. We can thus formulate the first outage condition as the
complement of the connection probability:

H1 = P
⇥
SNR � qSF

�� d1
⇤
, (2)

which essentially calculates the probability that at any given
instance of time, a received signal s1(t) from an end-device
located d1km from the gateway will not satisfy the SNR
threshold qSF, a piecewise constant function of the distance
d1 as described in the penultimate column of Tab. I.

2) Outage Condition 2: The second outage condition is
concerned with the strongest interfering received signal which
is of the same spreading factor as the desired one. We therefore
label the strongest interfering signal k⇤ defined as

k
⇤ = argmax

k>1
{Pk�

SF
k |hk|2g(dk)}, (3)

where we have dropped the time dependence of received
signals since the system is assumed ergodic (i.e., any two
instances of time are statistically independent). Note that the
transmit powers of end-devices with the same SF signals are
assumed equal. The second outage condition is therefore given
by the complement of:

Q1 = P
h |h1|2g(d1)
|hk⇤|2g(dk⇤)

� 4
��� d1

i
, (4)

thus providing a statistically meaningful performance metric
quantifying when collisions of the same SF are significant.
Intuitively, we expect Q1 to decay with increasing N̄ .

Combined, the two outage conditions form the joint outage
probability J1 of a received signal s1 given by the complement
of a successfully received signal defined as J1=1�H1Q1.

3) Coverage Probability: The coverage probability is the
probability that a randomly selected end-device is in coverage
(i.e., not in outage) at any particular instance of time. One
may obtain the system’s coverage probability }c with respect
to X ={H1, Q1, H1Q1} by de-conditioning on the position of
the specific end-device achieved by averaging over V

}c[X ]=
2

R2

Z R

0
X (d1)d1dd1, (5)

thus giving a system-level performance metric for a single
gateway LoRa network with approximately N̄ end-devices in
terms of the complementary outage probability. Of course,
}c[H1] is independent of the deployment density ⇢=N̄/V .

A. Mathematical Analysis

1) Outage Condition 1: We can directly calculate (2) by
simply rearranging SNR for |h1|2⇠exp(1) to get

H1(d1) = P

|h1|2 � N qSF

P1g(d1)

��� d1
�
=exp

✓
� N qSF

P1g(d1)

◆
.

(6)
Note that other than the distance dependent outage condition
qSF, equation (6) is the standard point-to-point complementary
outage probability and can be calculated for other wireless
fading channels [9], anisotropic antenna gains [10], and for
MIMO arrangements [11]. Moreover, note that (6) is indepen-
dent of the end-device deployment density ⇢=N̄/V .

2) Outage Condition 2: The network performance analysis
due to co-spreading factor interference, as embodied by (3) and
(4) is non-standard and novel. To calculate the second outage
condition through (4) we make use of the theory of order
statistics (maximum among several i.i.d. random variables)

Q1(d1) = E|h1|2
h
P
h
Xk⇤ < |h1|2g(d1)/4

��� |h1|2, d1
ii

(7)

where we have set Xk⇤ = |hk⇤ |2g(dk⇤). To make progress we
first require the product distribution of Xi= |hi|2g(di) which
we now calculate for the case of a uniform deployment of N
end-devices in a disk of radius R km around the gateway.

Product distribution: We assume that only end-devices
located inside an annulus V̂(d1) ⇢ V defined by the inner
and outer radii lj and lj+1 km, respectively, have the same
SF as the desired signal from the end-device located at d1 2
[lj , lj+1). We therefore have that |V̂(d1)| = ⇡(l2j+1 � l

2
j ).

Therefore, the pdf of the distance di to the gateway of a
randomly chosen point i within the same annulus V̂(d1) is
given by fdi(x) = 2⇡x/|V̂(d1)|. Calculating the pdf of g(di)

fg(di)(x) =
���

d
dx

g
�1(x)

���fdi

�
g
�1(x)

�
=

�
2
x
� ⌘+2

⌘

8⌘⇡|V̂(d1)|
(8)

which has a finite support on g(lj+1)xg(lj), and recalling
that |hi|2⇠exp(1), it follows that the pdf of Xi is

fXi(z) =

Z g(lj)

g(lj+1)

1

x
fg(di)(x)f|hi|2(z/x)dx

=
�
2
z
� ⌘+2

⌘

8⌘⇡|V̂(d1)|


�
⇣
1 +

2

⌘
,

z

g(x)

⌘�x=lj

x=lj+1

,

(9)

supported on z 2 R+, where �(·, ·) is the upper incomplete
gamma function. Integrating (9) we arrive at the cdf of Xi

FXi(z)=
z

2
⌘ �

2

16⇡|V̂(d1)|


(e

�z
g(x) �1)z

2
⌘

g(x)
2
⌘

��
⇣
1+

2

⌘
,

z

g(x)

⌘�x=lj

x=lj+1

(10)
Order statistics: From a sample of n > 0 independent and

identically distributed random variables distributed according
to FXi(z), we may obtain the distribution of the maximum,
i.e., the strongest interfering signal Xk⇤ , by using the theory of
order statistics: FXk⇤ (z)=En

h
[FXi(z)]

n
i
, where the sample

size n is a Poisson distributed random variable with mean
v=p0⇢|V̂(d1)| given by the expected number of concurrently
transmitting end-devices in the same SF annulus V̂(d1) as
that of the desired signal. Using these definitions we can
write FXk⇤ (x) =

P1
k=0[FXi(x)]

k vke�v

k! . Deconditioning on
the channel gain |h1|2 we finally arrive at

Q1=E|h1|2
h
FXk⇤

⇣ |h1|2g(d1)
4

⌘i
=

Z 1

0
e
�z

FXk⇤

⇣
zg(d1)

4

⌘
dz.

(11)
Equation (11) can only be computed numerically. Instead we
may approximate it by Taylor expanding FXi(zg(lj+1)/4) for
small z ⌧ 1, and retaining the leading order term to obtain a
rough approximation of Q1(d1) in closed form given by

Q1⇡
2e�v

l
⌘
j+1(⌘ + 2)|V̂(d1)|

⇡vl
⌘+2
j + l

⌘
j+1

�
2(⌘ + 2)|V̂(d1)|� ⇡vl

2
j+1

� (12)

Note that Q1 has a piecewise constant dependence on d1 via

⇑ Check out the cool math formulas! ⇑
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Georgiou model
Outage due to attenuation and fading:

H(lj) = exp
(
−

Nqj
Pg(lj)

)
, (1)

P - transmission power, N - in-band noise power,
qj - SNR threshold, g(lj) - channel gain at lj

Outage due to collisions

Q1(lj, vj) =
2 exp(−2vj)l η

j (η + 2)Sj

π2vjl η+2
j + l η

j (2(η + 2)Sj − 2πvjl 2
j )

, (2)

η - path loss exponent, vj - traffic occupancy,
Sj - surface of annulus j

Packet Delivery Ratio:

PDR(lj, vj) = H(lj)× Q1(lj, vj) (3)
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Georgiou model with different assumptions

Changes:
• 3 channels per band ⇒ duty cycle: 0.33%
• Realistic application traffic - use the same traffic for all SF:

– Saturate SF12: 59B, 2.466 s of time on air, 1 packet / 747 s
per frequency channel

• Double traffic intensity vj to reflect correctly the behavior of
unslotted ALOHA
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Example of Georgiou model results 4

Fig. 2. a) Complement of the outage probabilities H1 (blue), Q1 (purple),
Q1 (black), and H1 ⇥Q1 (yellow) plotted as functions of the distance
from the gateway d1km assuming an average of N̄ = 500 end-devices in
a deployment area of radius R=12km. b) Coverage probabilities }[X ] for
X = {H1, Q1, H1Q1} using the same colouring and markers as in a) for
different mean values of end-devices N̄ 2 [1, 2000]. Solid lines are calculated
via (6), (11), and (12), and numerically integrated according to (5), whilst
markers are obtained via Monte Carlo simulations. The right panels are the
same as on the left but plotted on a log-linear scale. Parameters used: ⌘=2.7
(sub-urban), p0=1%, and P1=19dBm.

lj , lj+1, v, and |V̂(d1)|, and is therefore a very crude approx-
imation of Q1 as can be seen from the numerical simulations
in Fig. 2a) described below. Nevertheless, (12) captures the
general trend of Q1 as confirmed by numerical simulations,
and is much easier to calculate than (11). Moreover, note that
this general trend can often be more insightful and practically
helpful for wireless network design and field engineers.

B. Numerical Simulations and Discussion

Fig. 2 shows Monte Carlo computer simulation results ver-
ifying the above derivations. For simplicity, we use Semtech’s
recommended values of li = 2i for i = 0, . . . 5 [12]. Each
marker in Fig. 2 corresponds to the simulated performance
of the single gateway LoRa network in the UL, averaged
over 105 random deployment realisations of the PPP in V .
An excellent agreement is observed between the derived
results and the simulated ones, except for Q1 which only
captures the downward staircase trend of Q1. A distance
dependent SNR threshold qSF is assumed (see penultimate
column of Tab.I). This has a striking saw-tooth effect on
the SNR dependent outage condition H1, demonstrating a
boost in performance as an end-device transitions into regions
of higher SF. This is a unique feature of LoRa and is a
direct consequence of qSF. Interestingly however, the saw-
tooth direction is reversed and the boost becomes a drop when
considering co-spreading interference in Q1. This behaviour
is purely due to geometrical reasons. Namely, for uniform
PPP the number of interfering end-devices in adjacent SF
regions is proportional to |V̂(d1)|⇠ d1. Hence the saw-tooth
boosting effect is somewhat diluted when considering the
joint complementary outage probability H1Q1 (yellow curve).
Finally, it is observed that coverage probabilities }c[Q1], and
}c[H1Q1] decays exponentially with the expected number of
end-devices N̄ whilst }[H1] is constant as expected (see right
panel of Fig. 2b)). This is a direct consequence of co-spreading
factor interference where it becomes increasingly less likely
that the desired signal is at least four times stronger than any of

the interfering ones. Interestingly, it is possible to distinguish
when co-spreading factor interference is the dominant cause of
outage, i.e., a scalability limit, which in Fig. 2b) is indicated by
a vertical line. This of course depends strongly on the wireless
propagation environment and the transmission scheme details.

V. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the effects of interference in a single
gateway LoRa network, a LPWA technology with promising
IoT applications. Unlike other wireless networks, LoRa em-
ploys an adaptive CSS modulation scheme, thus extending
the communication range in the absence of any interference.
Interference is however present when signals simultaneously
collide in time, frequency, and spreading factor. Leveraging
tools from stochastic geometry, we have formulated and solved
two link-outage conditions, one based on SNR, and the
other on co-spreading sequence interference. Each displays
interesting behaviours, unique to LoRa, with the latter caus-
ing performance to decay exponentially with the number of
end-devices, despite various interference mitigation measures
available to LoRa, thus limiting its scalability. It is interesting
that LoRa networks appear to be impervious to cumulative in-
terference effects (typically modelled as shot-noise [8]). If this
assumption is invalid, then our qualitative results are simply
optimistic upper bounds towards network scalability. Going
beyond this first foray into the modelling of LoRa, it would
be interesting to understand the effets of multiple gateways [6],
and spatially inhomogeneous deployments. Finally, we point
towards recently developed packet-level simulators [13] which
can further shed light into the performance of LoRa networks.
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• takes into account capture effect
• H(lj) — Outage due to attenuation and fading
• Q1(lj, vj) — Outage due to collision
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Figure 1: Annuli of SF allocation around the gateway

A. Channel model

We use the Okumura-Hata model for path loss attenuation
(also used by Bankov [8] and Magrin [9]), using the suburban
environment variant with an antenna height of 15 m. This
empirical model is slightly less favorable than adopting an
arbitrary path loss exponent as in most of the previous work
we cite. We have chosen the Okumura-Hata model because it
is more realistic, but the results are qualitatively similar. We
consider a GW-side antenna gain of 6 dB which compensates
for a receiver noise factor of 6 dB.

We neglect shadowing, since its net effect would be small
in our case: it would modify the channel gain from each node
without changing the general behavior of the system [6].

Finally, we consider a Rayleigh channel, so that the received
signal power is affected by a multiplicative random variable
with an exponential distribution of unit mean.

B. Frame reception with no interference

Provided that there is no collision, a frame transmission suc-
ceeds as long as the SNR at the receiver for this transmission is
above qj , the minimum SNR for the corresponding spreading
factor [10]. The signal power depends on the distance and
Rayleigh fading, whereas the noise power is the constant
thermal noise for a 125 kHz-wide band: N = −123 dBm (-
174 dBm per Hz). We use a transmission power P = 14 dBm.

Thus, the probability of successful transmission from dis-
tance d at data rate DRj is:

H = exp

(
− Nqj
Pg(d)

)
, (1)

where g(d) is the average channel gain at distance d [1].

C. Collisions

We assume that end nodes are homogeneously scattered
with spatial density ρ on a disk of finite radius. The number of
nodes using DRj is a function of the radii defining the annulus
between lj+1 and lj around the gateway (see Figure 1). We
assume that l6 = 0, so DR6 and above are not used, l0
being the maximum transmission range. In the analysis, we
neglect the presence of nodes beyond l0. We consider that

traffic generation follows a Poisson process of intensity λt.
For SF = 12 − j, the number of nodes contending is thus
nj = πρ (l2j − l2j+1) so that traffic occupancy is vj = njτjλt
(in Erlang), where τj is the transmission duration at Data Rate
DRj. In this work, we adopt a simplifying assumption that
there is no inter-SF interference, although it may have some
impact [3], [6].

For a given transmission attempt, provided that it has
already met the signal strength reception condition (with
probability H), we distinguish three cases:

1) if the transmission does not overlap with any other
frame, it succeeds;

2) if a single frame with the same SF interferes with
the transmission, then the frame is still captured, if it
is received with 6 dB more power than the colliding
frame [10];

3) finally, if more than two frames overlap the transmitted
one, we simply deem it lost. In fact —as the calculation
for case 2 makes apparent–, collisions with successful
capture are already relatively rare, so meeting the capture
condition for two frames is effectively quite unlikely.
Moreover, the co-occurence of three transmissions is
rare for a manageable traffic intensity.

For a tagged transmission, the probability of case 1 is
Q1 = exp (−2vj) , as there should be no other transmission
event during 2τj to avoid overlap. Case 2 happens when a
single transmission occurs during this time with probability
2 vj exp(−2vj). If we neglect the variability of g(d) among the
nodes using the same SF, the received power in each annulus
follows an exponential distribution. Successful frame capture
occurs for a difference of 6 dB in capture effect, which means a
factor of 4. Since the probability that an exponential random
variable is x times above another one is 1

x+1 , the success
probability of frame capture is 1

5 and the probability of success
in case 2 is

Q2 =
2

5
vj exp(−2vj). (2)

Thus, the presence of concurrent traffic impacts the packet
reception probability by a ratio Q:

Q = Q1 +Q2 = (1 +
2

5
vj) exp(−2vj). (3)

And, combining 1 and 3, we get the probability of successful
packet reception:

PDR = H ×Q (4)

D. Traffic intensity

The traffic intensity λt depends on the data generation
pattern of the application. We consider a network with a single
application, in which case all nodes produce the same traffic.

In LoRaWAN, nodes have to limit their occupation of each
frequency band to 1% of the time and there are 3 to 5
frequency channels in each band — for instance, in Europe,
3 in band h1.4 and 5 in h1.3. So we look at saturating h1.4,
with a 0.33% duty cycle per frequency channel. We set λt to
the maximum intensity for any node in the system, which is

⇑ Check out the elegant math formulas! ⇑
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Heusse model
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Node placement

• All models assume uniform density
– devices are located at random in the annulus at lj according to

a Poisson Point Process (PPP) with intensity ρ
– no devices beyond l0

• Number of nodes proportional to surface Sj of annulus j

Equidistant SF boundaries [km]

SF7 SF8 SF9 SF10 SF11 SF12
l5 l4 l3 l2 l1 l0
1 2 3 4 5 6

Sj/π [km2] 1 3 5 7 9 11

Sj/π [km2]: value proportional to the number of devices.
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Uniform density
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Part 2: Motivation for nonuniform node
density
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Network planning in HetNetsA. Taufique et al.: Planning Wireless Cellular Networks of Future: Outlook, Challenges and Opportunities

FIGURE 7. BS deployment (HetNet: 4 macro BSs and 64 small cell BSs) for a Gaussian user distribution over
25 km2 with a density of 40 users/km2. Upper left: Initial deployment. Upper right: Optimized deployment
(Simulated Annealing). Lower left: Superposition of the two deployments. Lower right: deployments with the
distribution of user terminals in the network (black ‘x’’s).

The emerging C-RAN presents a categoric shift in both
coverage and capacity planning, while extending the CP tar-
gets to the front haul. Coverage planning becomes cell-less,
since adaptive and variable sets of RRHs would now form
virtual cells, replacing the traditional base stations. Capacity
planning also evolves from being cell-centric to BBU-centric
or User centric, consequently, improving resource usage effi-
ciency. As for the front haul, it has henceforth become an inte-
gral part of the virtual C-RAN cell, hence, the corresponding
CP approach.

1) CP WITH RADIO GAIN AND FRONT-HAUL
COST CONSTRAINTS IN C-RAN
Authors in [139] look at the trade-off between the radio gains
and front haul cost for different levels of function migra-
tion, otherwise referred to as functional split. Essentially, the
C-RAN CP requires joint planning of the radio sites and
the front-haul, as in [140], which looks at finding the RRH
locations with a passive optical fiber network (PON) for
the fronthaul. The topic of the paper is, thus, the infras-
tructure deployment and layout planning problem under the
C-RAN architecture. It is formulated as a generic integer lin-
ear programming (ILP) model which aims at minimising the
deployment cost, by identifying the locations of RRHs and
optical wavelength division multiplexers (WDM) and their
corresponding association relations, with the constraint of

satisfying the coverage requirement. The optimisation frame-
work proves to be solvable and scalable as validated through
various case studies. Moreover, the results show significant
gains, when CoMP is used in the C-RAN architecture, in
terms of higher capacity and reliability at lower cost.

2) CP WITH JOINT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
CONSTRAINTS IN C-RAN
Authors in [141] look a novel framework for joint resource
management in a HetNet with multi-RAT and C-RAN. The
framework consists of categorizing various functionalities of
the radio access and the fronthaul (PON-based) depending
on the time requirement to conduct the management actions.
Self-organization and cognitive capabilities are also incorpo-
rated in the framework, which could be applied to various
phases of the network’s life such as planning, deployment,
optimization, etc.

Authors in [142] also analyze the system capacity in a
C-RAN architecture, comparing two different CoMP options
with factional frequency reuse (FFR). A multiple input single
output (single user) scenario is generated using joint trans-
mission, and MIMO scenario (two users) is created with
beamforming, both assuming two RRHs. The authors demon-
strate an extra 6dB downlink capacity gain with coordinated
beamforming, however, at the expense of additional compu-
tational power for user pairing and selection.

VOLUME 5, 2017 4837
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Cellular traffic measurements

(a) 04:00 (b) 10:00 (c) 16:00 (d) 00:00

Fig. 2: Spatial distribution of urban cellular traffic at different times of a day.
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Fig. 3: An illustration of three typical in-cell and inter-cell cell tower data traffic characteristics. (a) In-cell traffic dominant,
collected from a cell tower in a residential area; (b) Inter-cell traffic consistently notable during the daytime, collected from a
cell tower in a shopping mall; (c) Inter-cell traffic surges at certain times, collected from a cell tower in a transit station.

TABLE I: Dataset Description.

Statistics Value

Flow Records 1.7× 1010

Cell Towers 5.9× 103

Covered Users 1.5× 106

Covered Apps 7.0× 102

Covered Area 1.0× 104km2

Date June 5th-18th, 2016

towers in the city center and some industry areas exhibit
heavy cellular traffic throughout the day. Overall the cellular
traffic before dawn (04:00) is low as most residents in the
city are sleeping. At 10:00 the traffic at most areas starts to
increase as most people start working. We observe intensive
cellular traffic widespread through the city at 16:00, indicating
people are involved in diverse activities and are highly mobile.
Surprisingly, we find high volume of cellular traffic even at
midnight. The reason might lie in the fact that it is a metropolis
and there can be rich night life during summer.

B. Characterizing Cell Tower Traffic using In-cell and Inter-
cell Traffic

Existing solutions rarely consider data traffic mobility in-
duced by human mobility, which plays a critical role in
prediction according to our measurement. To understand the
spatio-temporal variates of cell tower traffic, we propose to
distinguish in-cell and inter-cell traffic. Specifically, instead
of considering the traffic of a cell tower ci at time t (denoted
as xt(ci)) as a whole, we propose to decompose xt(ci) into
in-cell traffic xA

t (ci) and inter-cell traffic xB
t (ci), where A

is the set of mobile devices residing within the coverage of
cell tower ci, and B stands for the set of mobile devices just
entering the coverage of ci from another cell tower. Formally,
let Pt(ci) be the set of mobile devices at cell tower ci at time t.
Then xt(ci) = xA

t (ci)+xB
t (ci), where A = Pt(ci)∩Pt−1(ci)

and B = Pt(ci) \ Pt−1(ci). In particular, if a mobile device
traverses several cells in a unit time interval (i.e., half an
hour in our case), it will be associated with ck and put into
the set P (ck), where ck is the last cell along its trajectory.
Accordingly, its traffic during the time interval will be put on
the last cell entirely. This approximation is feasible since the
induced error is ignorable compared with the traffic of a cell
tower.

Fig. 3 shows the normalized hourly traffic characteristics
of three representative cell towers. As shown, the total traffic
of all the three cell towers exhibits dramatic temporal dyn-
amics within the day, and the three cell towers demonstrate
distinctive in-cell and inter-cell traffic patterns. In the first type
of cell towers (Fig. 3a), in-cell traffic overwhelms the entire
cellular traffic, indicating the total traffic volume is dominated
by the Internet access behaviours of a fixed group of users.
In the second type of cell towers (Fig. 3b), inter-cell traffic
takes up a notable portion of the total traffic in the daytime.
These type of cell towers are likely to be located in places
with continuous and intensive mobility in the daytime, e.g.,
shopping malls. In the third type of cell towers (Fig. 3c), inter-
cell traffic surges during the morning and evening rush hour
and lunch time. A cell tower at public transportation hubs
within the city may demonstrate such a traffic pattern.

Compared with the first type of cell towers, the data traffic

• 1.5 million users and 5,929 cell towers in a major city of China
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Reasons for nonuniform density in LoRa

• Cellular networks: spatial traffic distribution is highly
nonuniform across different cells

• Similar pattern to population and building densities in cities:
density decreases with the distance from the center

• LoRa deployments: place networks close to potential users to
create hot spots near high density areas.

• Distance-discouraging effect: large SF (e.g., SF11 or SF12)
imply long transmission times, so increased contention (more
collisions) and higher energy consumption.
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Nonuniform density

• Nonuniform density
– devices are located at random in the annulus at lj according to

a Poisson Point Process (PPP) with intensity ρj
– inverse-square law for node density:

ρj
ρj−1

=
l 2
j−1

l 2
j

(4)
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Nonuniform density
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Uniform density
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Part 3: LoRaWAN capacity for nonuniform
node density
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SF Allocation Strategies

1. Equidistant SF allocation with lj+1 − lj = l0/6
2. SNR-based SF allocation with lj = {d : H(d) ≥ θ}
3. PDR-based SF allocation with lj = {d : H(d)× Q1(d) ≥ θ}.
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Nonuniform density

SF7 SF8 SF9 SF10 SF11 SF12
l5 l4 l3 l2 l1 l0

H(lj) = 90% 2.23 2.68 3.23 3.89 4.54 5.30
Sj/π [km2] 4.96 2.23 3.24 4.69 5.49 7.47

ρj 1 0.69 0.48 0.33 0.24 0.18
Sj/π × ρ(lj) 4.96 1.54 1.54 1.54 1.32 1.32
H(lj) = 95% 1.84 2.21 2.66 3.20 3.74 4.37
Sj/π [km2] 3.38 1.50 2.19 3.17 3.74 5.1

ρj 1 0.69 0.48 0.33 0.24 0.18
Sj/π × ρ(lj) 3.38 1.03 1.05 1.05 0.9 0.9
H(lj) = 99% 1.18 1.43 1.72 2.07 2.41 2.82
Sj/π [km2] 1.40 0.63 0.91 1.33 1.55 2.11

ρj 1 0.69 0.48 0.33 0.24 0.18
Sj/π × ρ(lj) 1.40 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.37 0.37
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SNR SF annuli H(lj) ≥ 90%, N=1200, 787
nodes PDR > 80%
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SNR SF annuli H(lj) ≥ 95%, N=1700, 1115
nodes PDR > 80%
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SNR SF annuli H(lj) ≥ 99%, N=2100, 1377
nodes PDR > 80%
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Uniform density, SNR SF annuli H(lj) ≥ 99%,
N=2100, 776 nodes PDR > 80%
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Inverse density, PDR SF annuli H(lj) ≥ 90%,
N=1200, 460 nodes PDR > 80%
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• adjust lj with Nelder Mead simplex: max(min(PDR(lj, vj))
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Inverse density, PDR SF annuli H(lj) ≥ 99%,
N=2100, no nodes PDR > 80%
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Inverse density, PDR SF annuli H(lj) ≥ 99%,
N=1500, 1500 PDR > 80%
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Number of nodes with PDR > 80%, optimal
allocation of lj
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Number of nodes with PDR > 80%, SNR
allocation of lj
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Conclusion

• The smaller the radius, the more nodes can be handled.
• For required PDR level and a target communication range ⇒

we can find annuli lj giving the maximal number of nodes that
benefit from the PDR level.

• Natural trend towards configurations composed of smaller
cells that concentrate nodes close to the gateway - nodes
benefit from low SF, which also means lower energy
consumption.

• To provide the required PDR level to more nodes, we need to
consider multiple gateways that will increase the overall
capacity while keeping low energy consumption.


